
LEADING THE WAY FOR MORE  
SUSTAINABLE AND EFFECTIVE 
VACUUM TRUCKS



WE NEED A  
 FUNDAMENTAL 
 SWITCH
Around the world, we see the shift towards greener and more 
sustainable solutions increasingly reflected in our choices and 
regulations of energy sources, waste management procedures, 
building construction and approach to agriculture. With our cities 
continuing to grow, and more than 50% of the global population 
now living in urban areas1, it is essential now more than ever that 
we focus on infrastructure and optimising our current methods  
for cleaning our roads and sewer systems. Here vacuum trucks 
play a crucial role in keeping city sewer systems clean and  
ensuring integral infrastructure works to its very best, for longer. 

With the continuous growth of urban areas, also comes ever- 
changing regulations from municipalities and governments  
requiring more sustainable and green technologies. The demand 
for more environmentally friendly vacuum trucks is increasingly 
also sought after by manufacturers and operators. When asked, 
both vacuum truck manufacturers and operators consider  
sustainability and environmental practices, digitalisation, cost 
reductions, and increased safety for operators as the key drivers 
moving our industry forward. 

While this would indicate a growing interest in sustainable vacuum 
trucks that are also more cost-efficient and better for the health 
and safety of operators. Some original equipment manufacturers 
(OEM) still display reluctance towards upgrading their current 
systems and most vacuum trucks in operation today come with 
outdated vacuum pump technology. This despite the existence  
of better, more sustainable alternatives.

1 Source: https://www.un.org/development/desa/pd/themes/urbanization
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Greater focus on caring  
for the health and  
wellbeing of operators

Growing interest in 
more sustainable and 
green technologies

50% of the global 
population now lives  
in urban areas

SAFER WORK ENVIRONMENT MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
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THE ISSUES WITH  
 CONVENTIONAL  
TECHNOLOGIES
While manufacturers and operators have started to come around to  
the idea of more environmentally friendly vacuum trucks, this is 
yet to be reflected on the ground. Many vacuum trucks charged 
with maintaining our sewer systems today utilise rotary vane pumps 
or blowers that are not only harmful to the environment, but,  
potentially, also to urban populations and vacuum truck operators.
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ADDITIONAL FILTERS REQUIRED

Rotary vane pump systems and blowers 
often come with higher acquisition  
costs as they require additional filters  
to both reduce noise levels and manage  
a variety of dangerous substances.

HEAVY ON MAINTENANCE  
AND UPKEEP

For a pump system to run smoothly  
and efficiently, mechanical parts using  
oil require constant upkeep and  
maintenance – becoming a costly  
affair in the long run.

HARMFUL NOISES

Using conventional – and likely outdated 
technology also requires additional filters 
to reduce noise that can potentially cause 
long-term health effects for vacuum  
truck operators.

HAZARDOUS GAS  
AND OIL EMISSIONS

Rotary vane pumps require oil to operate, 
often leading to leakages and dangerous 
gasses released into the atmosphere.
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 UNLEASHING 
THE POWER OF  
 LIQUID RING 
TECHNOLOGY
What if there was an opportunity to switch to a better and greener 
pump? To rethink how we can design vacuum trucks and pump 
systems for a brighter future? At Samson Pumps, we have spent 
more than 40 years dedicating ourselves to liquid ring technology.

Liquid ring technology is a more environmentally friendly solution 
to our vacuum pump challenges and a more cost-effective one. 
This is especially true for operators, as such pumps require less 
maintenance and service.

Liquid ring technology uses water, making it a safer and more 
reliable solution for handling sewage disposal and potentially 
flammable gasses.
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MORE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

ZERO EMISSIONS

Liquid ring vacuum pumps do not require 
an oil change, relying instead on water that 
make them more environmentally friendly 
and reliable when working with sewage  
disposal and potentially flammable gasses. 

WHAT MAKES  
 LIQUID RING 
TECHNOLOGY
 SO SPECIAL?

SAFER WORK ENVIRONMENT

INCREASED WORKER SAFETY

Vacuum truck operators will no longer  
be exposed to harmful oil and gas  
emissions and enjoy safer and more  
comfortable working conditions.

MINIMUM MAINTENANCE

LESS MAINTENANCE  
AND UPKEEP

With few moving parts, our liquid ring 
vacuum pumps are highly robust,  
requiring little maintenance. In fact,  
our pump systems are designed to  
perform without issue for 20 years,  
leading to minimal maintenance costs.

CONSISTENTLY GREAT  
PERFORMANCE AT ANY  
SUCTION LEVEL

Liquid ring vacuum pumps are  
designed to operate at any  
vacuum level for reliably smooth  
and consistent operation,  
no matter how large the task.

NO ADDITIONAL INSTALLATION  
OF FILTERS REQUIRED

Liquid ring vacuum pumps are more cost- effective 
than their traditional counterparts as they do not 
require additional filters or other components to 
reduce noise or prevent dangerous leakages.

LOWER NOISE

MINIMAL NOISE AND VIBRATIONS

Our liquid ring vacuum pumps will never 
exceed 66 dB when in use – allowing operators 
to work quietly without disturbing passersby  
or themselves no matter the time of day.
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SWITCH ON THE  
FUTURE WITH  
SAMSON PUMPS 
At Samson Pumps, we have specialised in liquid ring technology  
for more than 40 years and dedicated ourselves to serving the 
vacuum truck applications. At our core is a strong belief that our 
liquid ring vacuum pumps must be of unsurpassed quality for 
our customers. We are combining innovative solutions, application 
expertise and a personal approach to guide our customers toward 
a safer and more sustainable future for their vacuum trucks.

More than 40 years  
 of expertise in liquid  

ring technology

A proven record  
and among the  

most trusted brands  
for vacuum trucks

Onsite quality  
testing at our factory  

in Denmark

Flexible production 
and lead-time to  

meet your deadlines
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We work with leading  
industry partners  
to develop more  

digital and automated  
pump systems

Exporting to more  
than 80 countries

 globally



CASE:  
MÜLLER ROHR- UND 
KANALREINIGUNG 
GMBH
With our liquid ring vacuum pump systems, Müller Rohr und Kanalreinigung 
GmbH is better equipped to protect the citizens of Greifswald, Germany by 
ensuring their sewage systems run optimally. 

THE CLIENT
Müller Rohr und Kanalreinigung GmbH is a German sewage disposal company 
responsible for maintaining and servicing the sewage systems in Griefswald, 
which due to it’s location is prone to flooding, if their sewage systems are 
not maintained properly. 

THE CHALLENGE 
The company needed vacuum trucks able to perform to a high standard 
without breaking down, in addition to keeping operators safe. As the  
company often on short notice needs to carry out operations, both during 
night hours and in urban areas, the vacuum trucks had to produce as little 
noise as possible to not disturb the public.

THE SOLUTION
By switching to our TRUCK MASTER vacuum pumps, the company has  
transformed its fleet into highly efficient, highly durable vacuum trucks 
which operate in near silence. In addition, by moving away from vacuum 
pumps installed with rotary vane technology, the company’s trucks now  
experience fewer breakdowns and can perform faster – for longer.
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“ Maintaining the sewer systems  
in this region is demanding.  
As such, we saw a need for more 
stable and durable pumps with 
greater suction power. Samson 
Pumps was the clear choice.” 
– Frank Müller, Managing Director
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ARE YOU READY  
TO SWITCH ON  

A BETTER FUTURE?

DEDICATED GROWTH  
AND DEVELOPMENT PARTNER
Choosing Samson Pumps as your vacuum pumps 
supplier means gaining a dedicated development 
partner capable of delivering innovative thinking 
and new solutions based on decades of industry 
expertise. We continuously aim to grow and 
advance our customers’ operations so that, 
together, we can lead the industry.

HIGH-PERFORMING  
VACUUM PUMP SYSTEMS
Switching on the future with Samson Pumps 
means reaping the rewards of our pioneering 
liquid ring pump systems. Our zero-emission 
pumps deliver optimal pump efficiency, power, 
and reliability and maximise user comfort by 
ensuring quiet and sustainable operation. 

APPLICATION KNOW-HOW  
AND EXPERTISE 
Make the switch with Samson Pumps and access  
a new world of application insights and support  
for vacuum trucks. From expert technical  
guidance, to a wide range of other dedicated  
and flexible services.

GROWTH TOGETHER

HIGHER PERFORMANCE

APPLICATION EXPERTISE

 WHAT MAKES US 
DIFFERENT?
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Read more about how we can help you at  
www.samson-pumps.com,  

or get in touch at  
info@samson-pumps.com  

or +45 87 50 95 70.




